WHO RULES THE WORLD?
#GIRLSRULE

Join #DPINGO in a conversation on how women and girls have changed the world. The event will highlight the importance of empowering women and girls and celebrating their leadership and achievements in business, education, politics and technology. Hear women leaders share personal stories of starting their own organizations and businesses, leading the way for future women and girls:

- **MS. ELANA LEOPOLD** | FOUNDRING PARTNER AT SENECA STRATEGIES
- **MS. MARIAMA CAMARA** | DESIGNER, ADVOCATE AND FOUNDER OF MARIAMA FASHION PRODUCTION
- **MS. LAILA ZEMRANI** | CO-FOUNDER AND CEO OF FITNESCITY
- **MS. HAMEL VYAS** | ASSOCIATE DEAN OF INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL AT MOUNT SINAI HEALTH SYSTEM
- **MS. SHABANA BASIJ-RASIKH** | CO-FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF THE SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP AFGHANISTAN

**25 OCTOBER 2018**
**11 A.M. - 1 P.M.**
**ECOSOC CHAMBER UNITED NATIONS, NEW YORK**
**RSVP**